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MINISTER'S LETTER WEEK 10

On Tuesday, 2 June 2020, this week, I
began year 10 of my tour of duty with you
all.  Strangely enough, Miles Davis has
been on my mind this entire week.  What
distinguished Miles' work was not only
his manifestly evident genius, but also
his absolute refusal to look back.

He was always moving forward, reaching
for the unseen, searching for the not yet
realised, grasping for the not yet heard.
His mantra was to never look back.
In some ways, Miles was right of course.
Nothing good can come about by staring
at your trophies and refusing to face the
challenges of today.  You cannot compete
in past victories or past defeats.

In the early 1990's, however, Miles
looked back.  What prompted this
retrospective remains conjectural at best.
It culminated in a Grammy Award
winning big band performance of his
past music, which was recorded live in
Montreux on 8 July 1991.  He went as far
back as Miles Ahead, Track 5 of the
eponymous album.

Miles recorded that album  in 1957.

Yet it remains one of the most important
Jazz albums that would shape the sound
track of several generations.  He was
really looking back, you see.

By 28 September 1991 Miles would be
dead.

Why look back?  Can we look back?  Must
we look back?   We all know what
happened to Lot's wife.

These have been extraordinarily difficult
times for the world.  With the outbreak
of protests here, US and other parts of
the world, it would seem that COVID-19
will not be contained for now.

But why these protests, you may ask?
Well, the protesters are looking back
because they know that each of our lives
is like a river, carrying with it the silt of
the past.  What does the past demand of
us when we do look back?  Will we see
injustices of racism and genocide and
slavery?

YES.

On a personal level, a club to which I
belong had to confront its  past (our past)
recently.  I do not wish to bother you with
the details of this club, so here is the link
to our website:
http://www.maskandwig.com/.

Long story short, when you are a made a
Club Member (or what we call a
"Clubbie"), you are given your rosette
(that red thing I wear on my lapel) and
your caricature is painted on to the
wooden wall of the Club House and you
join all the old boys who went on before
you.  You literally become part of the
fabric of the building with all its history
and tradition.
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The founder of our club, Clayton Fotterall
McMichael, is a descendant of the
McMichael clan from Perthshire,
Scotland.  (*I pondered whether or not I
should write this piece at all as it seems
overly self-referential but I do so because
there is an important theological and
apposite lesson to be gained in this time
of trouble.)

What was haunting us from our past?
Some of our caricatures.

Caricatures that are painted in
blackface.

In January of this year the numerous
caricatures were permanently covered
and a statement hangs in the building
acknowledging the history.  We had to do
the right thing.  We only regret that we
did not do this earlier.  The past haunts
us until we do the right thing.  The plaque
reads: "We deeply regret and
unequivocally reject this part of our
past. Mask and Wig affirms that racism
is incompatible with its mission of
bringing justice to the stage; credit to the
University.”

So can we look back?  I think we must.
Real reparations have to be made.  I
am afraid that caricatures will have to
be painted over and monuments
brought down.

Through the years, as we have become
more self-aware, more "Woke", more
"Correct" (N0t "politically correct"
but just "Correct"), we realise that it
is too easy just to say, "I'm sorry."  It
is much more difficult to say, "I was
wrong. Please forgive me."

These encounters with our collective
past do not make us more left wing or
more liberal or more right wing or
more conservative, rather, they make
us more human.

I fear that in this hour we have miles
to go before we sleep.  Miles to go
before we sleep.

We must look back so that we can look
forward to...miles ahead.

Miles Ahead.
As ever,

Sang

† Photos courtesy of Mask & Wig
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† Photo courtesy of Andrew Hewitson
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† Photo courtesy of Andrew Hewitson
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† At the end of May 2020, Imogen turned 10!
Happy Birthday!

Photo courtesy of the Syme Family
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Looking Back

LOOKING BACK

Nearly ten years ago, not long after Sang came to be our new minister, he asked
if it would be possible to visit a local farm to see the new-born lambs.

I contacted Drew and Rosie McLaren from Orchard farm, who had allowed my
classes from Claremont Primary school to visit on many occasions to do our
topic work.

On Sunday, 25th May 2012, the Sunday School with their families went to see
the lambs. Here are some photos from that day which I came across recently.
See how many of the children you can recognise!

Ω Catriona Thomson, Elder
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*Editor’s Note: full scale works to be found in subsequent pages
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Painting with Peter™

† Painting courtesy of Peter Lo
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Painting with Peter™

† Painting courtesy of Peter Lo
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SOME WELL-KNOWN CHARACTERS
FROM SCOTTISH LIFE

See how many of the following you can decipher:

1. Who had great big banana boots?

2. The Broons live in Glebe Street. They must have a big house. Can
you name all the members of the family?

3. Oor Wullie has two particular pals, both with nicknames. Who
are they?

4. They were brought up in Springburn in Glasgow. Brother and
sister, he became a broadcaster, known especially for walking
throughout Scotland. She was a well-known broadcaster and writer as
well. Who are they?

5. The Great, Son of the Great. Who was he? (Clue; Writer and
Broadcaster).

6. He delivered milk in Edinburgh and then became Ian Fleming's
most famous star. Who is he?

7. He is a well-known cyclist, renowned for his eccentricities. He
apparently made a bicycle out of a washing machine. Who is he?

8. Imagine a caricature of a wee Scotsman in the kilt, carrying a
cromach, prancing about the stage singing ludicrously improbable
songs. Who was this gentleman?

9. Who was the famous Glasgow councillor who achieved high
office, lost power for a while and then kept coming back? He was often
referred to as "Lazarus" for obvious reasons.

10. Marie from Dennistoun made a very big impression for such a
very small girl. Who is she?

Quiz Time

Ω John Carruthers, Elder
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Notes from Home

Ω Christine Wildau,
STM’s Guild Convener/Craft Group Covener

Dear friends,

This time has been called "The Great Pause".

It's been a quiet time.  The sound of birds, local pets and the occasional
lawnmower break the silence.

Watching Mother Nature at work in the garden has been relaxing.  Every
day a different shrub bursts into flower or new leaves open..all shiny
and new.

Very few planes have flown overhead and those we have seen have been
so high that no sound could be heard.

Life goes on.

On Tuesday we should have gone on the Guild Summer Outing to
somewhere beautiful, enjoyed the Scottish scenery in good company and
ended the day with dinner at a country hotel before travelling home.

On Thursday our Guild should have joined sister Guilds at the annual
rally hosted by Tillicoultry Parish Church.   Both events unfortunately
had to be cancelled this year.

Life goes on.

It is now Day 77 on my covid19 diary, the last day of May.

I give thanks that Willie and I are still here at home..our safe place.

I trust you are all making the most of each day doing things you enjoy
the most...whether it be reading or re-reading your favourite book,
watching t.v., gardening or crafting.

Normal life might be on "The Great Pause" but...

                  Life goes on!
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Notes from Away
The long and winding road

Another week has passed. We are allowed to do a little more. Do I really look forward to shopping again?

We have done the things to pass the time. Made ourselves a routine. Tried something new. I have started
to teach myself to play the ukulele. Cleared out drawers. Worn out our phone. Learned how to use Zoom
and video calling. Maybe you are getting used to watching the Sunday devotion with a cup of coffee or
even still in your dressing gown. But as the weeks draw on, we miss the interaction with real faces, not
on a screen. We can now at least enjoy the company of others in our gardens. Only one other family of
course and at a distance.

Watching the induction of the new Moderator, Rt Rev Dr Martin Fair, in an almost empty Assembly
Hall, you appreciated the new “normal”.

But there are rays of hope and sunshine constantly coming to our attention.

The previous Moderator, Very Rev Colin Sinclair, built up quite a following with his daily devotions and
message. Perhaps more people know him than would have been the case without the present situation.

Sometimes the adjustments we make for new circumstances can work towards mission in an unexpected
way. We have more folk watching or listening to our Sunday devotion from our minister, than all three
churches' congregations on previous Sunday mornings. There will be a new digital option open to us
for those who cannot attend our Sunday worship, when our churches eventually open.

Watching the virtual Heart and Soul presentation, I was reminded of the close relationship with people
from all parts of the world. The Church of Scotland has had such an enormous influence and has given
support to many different countries. Our Guild projects have not only raised a lot of money, but have
given support in prayer and visits which have taught skills and given encouragement. Our Guilds have
had many speakers, who have made their projects and charities real to us. Through our money raising
efforts the Guild has raised millions of pounds over the years. We have enjoyed our activities, from soup
lunches and afternoon teas to sponsored events.
I noted that the Guild part of Heart and Soul was the happiest, singing and dancing!

The new Moderator, Rt Rev Dr Martin Fair, reminded us that for many people in the world, there are
no food banks, financial benefits or social care facilities.

When I see needs that I don’t have the physical capacity to assist, I know the one thing I can do is pray.
Thy Kingdom Come, a daily prayer initiative, ended on 31 May. There were daily audio podcasts and
testimonies from folk young and old. We also had a 24/7 prayer initiative in our presbytery, when we
all took a time slot and committed to prayer. We had time and space to pray, read the Bible and listen
to thoughts and devotions from many different people and places. An unexpected opportunity.

I have enjoyed learning new hymns, which we enjoy before our devotions on a Sunday, but this old
hymn still says it all:

What a Friend we have in Jesus
All our sins and griefs to bear!
What a privilege to carry
Everything to God in prayer!
Oh, what peace we often forfeit
Oh, what needless pain we bear.
All because we do not carry
Everything to God in prayer!

God Bless you all as you travel the long and winding road. Remember, you are not alone.

Helen Banks
National Vice Convener
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Staying Connected During
Lockdown

Lockdown has been pretty ok for
me, I've been focussed on work
for school and college in order to
pass my courses. It's annoying
that I cant go out and enjoy
hanging out with my friends
anymore, and most importantly,
it's annoying not being able to see
all the folk at Connect Alloa on a
regular basis.

The online Connect sessions have
been good at keeping everyone
involved and connected during
lockdown and while I have been
caught up in a lot of work, I enjoy
being there on the Tuesday and
Friday afternoons.

Of course I'll be coming back after
Corona has passed! I wouldn't
miss Connect if my life depended
on it. I don’t quite know if I'll be
going to college or an
Apprenticeship yet but I'll make
the times work.

Alex Forson, Young Person
& Young Volunteer
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Ω Photos courtesy of Connect Alloa
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Ω Photos courtesy of Connect Alloa
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Ω Photos courtesy of Connect Alloa
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LITTLE BLACK & BROWN & WHITE DOGS PUBLISHING™
   2020

If you have been to any of our services in the last decade,
you will find the Order of Service rather familiar and in
order to the established norm.  For those of you who are
new, please be assured that all will be well.  Just click the
link and do follow along.  Neither the order nor the
substance has changed.

Each week, the Prayer and Reading and Time for Reflection
will be recorded and uploaded by our parishioners to our
Facebook website by no less than Saturday night.  All
submissions are welcome to be sent to:
scha@churchofscotland.org.uk

Ω

A
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